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The E. W> Norris Service Station is an architectural departure from both older and 
contemporary^post rock buildings in north central Kansas. Post rock is a type of limesto 
which is found in Kansas in an area covering over three million acres that stretches from 
the Nebraska border near Mahaska almost directly southwest to a few miles north of Dodge 
City. This stone was extensively used by the early settlers as a substitute for wooden 
fence posts which were scarce, costly and not resistant to prairie fires, hence its name. 
The stone is generally located directly under the topsoil in much of the region; it is 
uniform in depth, seldom being less than eight or more than twelve inches thick; it is 
soft enough to shape with a chisel when freshly quarried, and it hardens after being 
exposed to the air. The stone itself is a creamy-buff color that generally has a brown 
streaked layer somewhere near the center. This native limestone became a traditional 
building material in the area primarily because it took money to build a frame house, but 
it only took labor to build one of stone. Many of the eastern Europeans who settled the 
area were adept stone masons so there were quite a few competent workman in the area 
willing to work for relatively low wages.

The stone for the service station was quarried near Glen Elder. The building was 
constructed of long narrow slabs of a warm, buff colored stone. The arches over the 
openings have been accented by a lighter color stone.

The design of the E.W. Norris Service Station combines several architectural styles 
which respond to the building's function, the client's wishes, and the local building 
material. The building measures 45 feet long, 20 feet wide and is 15 feet high. A wide 
shallow arched canopy, which is actually a concrete groin vault with electric lights 
along the ridge lines, is supported by a square tower at each corner. The name of the 
owner and the construction date (1926) appear on carved plaques set above the voussoirs 
of the east and west archways. The towers are crenellated. There is a stone corbel 
molding at the cornice line of the building and the canopy which continues on the square 
towers. The northeast and northwest towers, which each have a doorway and window with 
round arched openings accented by voussoirs and keystones, contain small rooms.

The stone canopy attaches on the south to a small building that houses an attendant' 
room and rest rooms. The north facade of this building, under the canopy, has a central 1 
placed door that is flanked by large double-hung windows. These openings have flat stone 
arches. The vault ties into stone pilasters centered on the towers on each side of the 
facade. A stone juts out on the west tower to support a small cast iron jockey, which 
appears in a 1929 photograph.

The western facade of this small building has a round-headed window in the tower. 
A flat arched door and window are located on the south end of this facade. The east 
facade is similarly designed except the flat arched window has been replaced by another 
doorway. A double window has been centered on the south facade.

The building constructed in 1929 to house the oil and greasing equipment and a 
hydraulic lift repeats many of the architectural motifs used in the service station. 
It faces north and its facade repeats the crenellated square towers on each corner. A 
blind niche has been centered on each tower. Between the towers is a wide arched openinc 
A carved plaque with the construction date (1929) has been set above the voussoirs. A 
Corbel molding has been used again in the cornice. Flat arched, double windows have beer 
centered on the east, west and south facades of this addition. The only major alteratior 
to the service station has been the removal of the gas pumps in recent years. US-24 was 
relocated to bypass Glen Elder many years ago so the station is no longer situated on a 
major cross-country thoroughfare, just a local residential/commercial street.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The E. W. Norn's Service Station in Glen Elder was erected in 1926 from plans 
prepared by architect Frank A. Slack of Beloit. Located on Federal Highway No. 40 
(now US-24), the building was then as now a unique architectural conception of a 
filling station.

When asked where he got the idea for the structure, E. W. Norris said it was 
based on a castle he saw in Germany when he was stationed there with the Army of 
Occupation in the winter of 1919. He made a crude sketch for architect Slack who 
then prepared the plans. Construction began in the spring of 1926. Charles Eby of 
Beloit was the contractor for the interior work while two men identified in the news 
paper only by their initials E. W. and L. 0. did the stone work. Norris was asked 
why he was constructing such an expensive building when a cheaper more utilitarian 
structure would have sufficed. He replied, "I never expect to build another building 
and I wanted one of which I can always be proud." The local pioneer in the automo 
tive business got what he wanted.

The building was finished toward the end of July. The grand opening featured 
a free pair of pliers with each five gallon purchase and free ice cream cones for 
the kids.

In September, 1929, the Glen Elder Sentinel reported that E. W. Norris was 
adding a small building to house the latest oiling and greasing equipment, including 
a hydraulic lift. He again engaged architect Frank Slack of Beloit and the new 
building matched the original in both material and design. Construction was under 
way by the end of September and it was evidently completed in November.

For more than 40 years the E. W. Norris Service Station served its original 
purpose, but in recent years it has been vacant. Plans for its reuse are uncertain.

The E. W. Norris Service Station is the result of an interesting exchange of 
ideas between the architect and client culminating in a unique and satisfying solu 
tion. The building is both well constructed and detailed, and it reflects the 
growing importance of the automobile on the American landscape.
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